Pre Bid Meeting held on 15.09.2017 – Printing & Supply of BCC Modules on HNS NCB No: IN-BRLPS-20607-GO-RFP

Queries & Clarifications
Sl. No.

1.

Queries
Flex Banner
There are three specification for both the Flex
Banners, viz;
1. Star - 360 gsm
2. Black Hole - 300 gsm
3. Normal - 260 gsm

Clarifications

It has been clarified that material would be
Black Hole – 300 GSM.

Kindly freeze the GSM to enable the bidders to
quote for a single specification item.

2.

Fabrication/ Binding of Flip Book
Whether there will be Wiro Binding or Spiral
Binding with 400 GSM Duplex Board Tent Card
(white) for support

It is clarified that there will be spiral
binding in place of wiro binding. The
requirement of Duplex Board Tent Card is
withdrawn.
It is clarified that the width of shoulder
strap would be 2 inches.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Bag
It has also been clarified that Bag would be
The size of shoulder strap as mentioned in bid covered with full length flap. The Velcro
is 12 inches. Shoulder strap having 12 inches should be fitted on full length of flap.
width would be difficult to carry on shoulder.
Bidders have to submit sample of bag with
their bid. Quality of bag will be considered
for evaluation.
Payment
It has been clarified that payment will be
Whether payment will be made after
made after completion of supply of each
completion of entire supply or payment will be
lot.
made after completion of each lot of supply.
Whether the requirement of annual average
It has been clarified that eligibility
turnover of 300 lakh and single order valuing
requirement will be as per bid.
Rs. 1.0 crore for color printing is required.
Attending bidders confirmed that they have understood the bidding document and have no
further queries.

